Inspire Summer Camp
02 – 06 July 2014

Last date for submission of form is June 25, 2014

Application Form can be downloaded from www.saurashtrauniversity.edu

Filled application form can be sent by E-mail on inspiresudps2014@gmail.com

OR

Post at
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
Saurashtra University, Rajkot - 5

Eligibility:
Applications are invited from the class XI & XII cut off marks of S.S.C. GSEB-86%, CBSE-93% and ICSE-92%.

Total 200 students will be selected (As per DST guidelines) in this camp from all over the state. The DST will sponsor all the students.

The accommodation, travel cost (ST Bus/Railway) and food will be provided by the Saurashtra University. The camp is totally free of cost for students.

Organized by:
Dept. of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Saurashtra University
Rajkot - 360005

Coordinator:
Dr. Mihir K. Raval
(Assi. Prof.)

Convener
Dr. Ashvin V. Dudhrejiya
(Head)

HELP LINE: 0281-2585083, +91-9712727172, +91-9428275894